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We discuss problems of optimizing the area of a simple

polygon for a given set of vertices P and show that thleSe

problems are very closely related to problems of opti-

mizing the number of points from a set Q in a simple

polygon with vertex set P. We prove that it is NP-

complete to find a minimum weight polygon or a miixi-

mum weight polygon for a given vertex set, resulting in

a proof of NP-completeness for the corresponding area

optimization problems. We show that we can find a poly-

gon of more than half the area AR( conv(P)) of the con-

vex hull conv(p) of P, and demonstrate that it is NP-

complete to decide whether there is a simple polygon of

at least (~ + e)AR( COW(P)). Finally, we prove that for
1< k < d, 2< d, it is NP-hard to minimize the volume

of the k-dimensional faces of a d-dimensional simple non-

degenerate polyhedron with a given vertex set, answeri-

ng a generalization of a question stated by O ‘Rourke in

1980.
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1 Introduction

From a geometrical point of view, the Euclidean Travel-

ing Salesman Problem is to find a polygon with a given

set of vertices that has shortest perimeter. Since it is

not hard to see that an optimal polygon cannot be self-

intersecting (an easy consequence of the triangle inequal-

ity), we may restrict our attention to simlple polygons

that have a given set of vertices.

It seems very natural to look for a simple polygon with

a given set of vertices which minimizes another basic ge-

omet ric measure: the enclosed area. We call this the

problem “Minimum Area Polygon” (MAF’) and write

MAXP for the related problem of rnazimizing the en-

closed area.

The problem MAP has gained some importance for

questions related to pattern recognition, which are often

concerned with simple polygons. In 1989, Suri asked

for the complexity of MAP. While there has been some

research on extremal polygons on a given vertex set (see

Boyce, Dobkin, Drysdale and Guibaa [2] and Eppstein,

Overmars, Rote and Woeginger [7]), the mi~in attention

haa focussed on finding subpolygons with certain special

properties, such as convexity.

The area of a polygon with rational vertices can be cal-

culated in linear time by adding the area of the triangles

in a triangulation. This contrasts sharply to determin-

ing the perimeter of a given polygon (see Ga,rey, Graham

and Johnson [10] ). Since there is no efficient way known

comparing the sum of a finite number of square roots

with a given rational, it is still an open problem whether

the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem belongs to

the class NP.

On the other hand, there are geometric aspects that
make it seem harder to optimize the area enclosed by a

polygon than to minimize its perimeter: ‘We can think of

a tour aa a set of line segments and of a polygonal region
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as a set of triangles. But while the vertices of a short

edge are necessarily at a close distance, the same need

not be true for a triangle with a small area. The points in

a triangle can be very far apart, while the enclosed area

is arbitrarily small. These difficulties were mentioned by

Boyce, Dobkin, Drysdale and Guibas in [2], where it was

noted that “small perimeter implies that the vertices are

well localized, but small area does not .“ Another diffi-

culty described in [7] by Eppstein, Overmars, Rote and

Woeginger was the problem of possible self-intersection:

While it automatically does not occur in a polygon with

minimal perimeter, it can be algorithmically problematic

to maintain simplicity when building up a polygon from

triangles.

It may be surprising that until now, it has not been

shown that it is NP-hard to find a minimum area (sim-

ple) polygon with a given set of vertices. This proof is

a major subject of Section 4. In fact, we prove that it

is NP-complete to determine whether there exists a sim-

ple polygon with a given vertex set whose area equals

a very elegant combinatorial lower bound provided by

Pick’s theorem.

From the described problems of dealing with the area

of polygons, one has to expect that the technical details

of such a proof require a lot of careful analysis, even

when a construction with a simple underlying idea is

found. Therefore it should not be too surprising that

our NP-completeness proof for Minimum Area Polygons

is long and technically involved.

The main results derived in this paper are

● It is NP-complete to determine a minimum area

simple polygon for a given set of vertices.

● It is NP-complete to determine a maximum area

simple polygon for a given set of vertices.

● For a set P of n vertices, a simple polygon of more

than half the area of the convex hull conv(P) can

be found in time O(n log n). The factor ~ and the

time bound are tight.

. For c < ~ and positive, it is NP-complete to decide

whether a set P of vertices allows a simple polygon

of area more than (~ +s) conv(P).

● All the results remain true if we replace “area” by

the following objective function: For a set Q of m

points, optimize the number of points of Q that are

contained in a polygon with vertex set P.

● For 1 ~ k ~ d and 2 ~ d, it is NP-hard to minim-

ize the volume of the k-dimensional faces of a sim-

ple nondegenerate d-dimensional polyhedron with a

given set of vertices in d-dimensional space.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

shows that questions of area optimization and lattice

point separation are closely related by Pick’s theorem.

Section 3 discusses some special cases. Section 4 gives

an outline of the proof that it is NP-complete to find

a minimum area polygon for a given vertex set. Sec-

tion 5 cent ains results on area maximization. Section 6

sketches the proof that it is NP-hard to find a simple

nondegenerate d-dimensional polyhedron for a given set

of vertices with minimum volume of its k-dimensional

faces.

2 Pick’s Theorem

Let P be a polygon, given by a set of vertices and a set of

edges. We call P simple if any vertex is only contained in

two edges and nonadjacent edges do not intersect. Now

consider a simple polygon P with grid points as vertices.

What is its enclosed area AR(?)?

%

@@

@@@

Figure 1: Pick’s theorem

Perhaps one of the most surprising and elegant an-

swers is provided by Pick’s theorem:

Theorem 2.1 (Pick [14] ) Let P be u simple po/ygon

with integer vertices; let i(P) be the number of grid points

contained in the intem’or of P and let b(P) be the number

of gm”d points on the boundary of P. Then

AR(P) = :b(P) + i(P) – 1.
z,

An elegant proof can be found in Coxeter [4].

Pick’s theorem yields a combinatorial interpretation

for minimizing or maximizing the area of a polygon. Any

grid point that is contained in the boundary contributes

$ to the area of the polygon, any grid point in the interior

contributes 1. The best we can do when minimizing the

area is to avoid including any grid points other than the

given n vertices, thus getting a polygon of area ~ – 1.

If we want to maximize the area, we have to include

as many additional grid points as possible into the poly-

gon, in a way that each of them contributes as much as

possible. Since no grid point on the boundary of the con-

vex hull of the given vertex set can be contained in the

interior, they can at most contribute $. Any other grid

point that is not given as a vertex contributes 1 when

contained in the interior of the polygon.
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We summarize these upper and lower bounds:

Theorem 2.2 Let P be a set of n points in the plane

that all have integer coordinates. Let hi(P) denote the

number of points of the integer grid that are not con-

tained in P and strictly inside the convex hull, and h(,(P)

the number of grid points not in P that are on the bound-

ary of the convex hull. Then for any simple polygon P

on the vertex set P, we have

These bounds suggest the following stronger versions

of MAP and MAXP:

GRID AVOIDING POLYGON (GAP) Given n grid

points in the plane. Is there a simple polygon on this

vertex set that does not contain any other grid poinis on

its boundary or in its inten”or, and therefore has area
n_–l?
2

GRID APPROXIMATING POLYGON (GAXP) Given

n gm”d points in the plane. Is there a simple polygon on

this vertex set that contains all grid points in the convex

hull as well as possible: The grid points on the bounday

of the convex hull lie on the bounday and all other grid

points belonging to the convex hull lie in the interior?

Such a poiygon must have area ~ + ~ + hi(P) -1.

Even though these problems may seem combinatori-

ally easier (all we have to do is avoid including integ-

er points or making sure that they are all included in

the polygon), we will see Section 4 that they are NP-

complete, and hence as difficult as the original problem.

3 Special Cases

In this section, we discuss a few easy special cases for

optimizing the area of a simple polygon and point out a

source of difficulties in more general situations.

Corollary 3.1 Given a convex set P of grid vertices,

i.e. a set for which each grid point contained in the con-

vex hull conv(P) belongs to P. Then any simple polygon

with vertex set P has area ~ — 1.

In this situation, we do not have any choice about in-

cluding additional grid points, so Pick’s theorem guar-

antees an area of ~ – 1. A set P of grid vertices has

hb (P) = hi(P) = () if and only if it forms a convex :sub-

set of the integer grid. Thus, Corollary 3.1 characterizes

exactly the situation where lower and upper bound from

Theorem 2.2 coincide.

Consider some “horizontal” direction, and the orthogo-

nal “vertical” direct ion. (We do not require the “hori-

zontal” direction to be parallel to an axis of the integer

grid.) A set M ~ R2 is said to be hom’zontally convex,

if any horizontal line intersects M in a connected set.

We say that a set of grid points is horizontally convex, if

no horizontal line segment between two points in the set

cent sins a grid point that is not in the set. A horizon-

tal line 1 splits a set of grid points P, if each of the open

halfplanes bounded by 1 contains at least one point of P.

We say that a horizontally convex set P cjf grid points

has thickness t, if any line / that splits P and contains a

point of the integer grid contains at least t points of P.
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Figure 2: Two horizontally convex sets, with and with-

out a Grid Avoiding Polygon

Theorem 3.2 Given a set P of grid vetiices. If P is

horizontally convex and has thickness at least 2 for some

horizontal orientation, then P has a Grid Avoiding Poly-

gon,

Proof: Consider the subsets of grid vertices that are

contained in the same horizontal line. VVe can think

of these subsets S1, . . . . S~ as ordered by their vertical

coordinates. The points in subset S; can be ordered by

their horizontal coordinates. Let pij denote the jth point

in Si and k: the number of points in Si. Then connect

the points by the polygon

(Pll, . . .,Pml! . . ., Pmkm, P(m-1)2, . . ., P(?71-l)k(m_l),

. ..9 P22. . . ..p2k2. hnl.. . ,Pll).

By construction, this polygon does not contain any other

grid points. ~

The constructed polygon is monotone with respect to
the vertical coordinates. Conversely, the existence of a

monotone Grid Avoiding Polygon requires the vertex set

to be horizontally convex.
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If we drop the thickness condition, matters can get

difficult, as shown in Figure 2. Both point sets are hori-

zontally convex. Careful analysis shows that Pz does not

allow a Grid Avoiding Polygon. The additional point in

PI allows a narrow triangle of area ~ that picks up a

point far away, thereby “deblocking” the point set P2

‘and allowing the polygon shown. These “probes” make

it very difficult to localize arrangements of points. We

show in Section 4 how they can be controlled and

to show the NP-completeness of GAP.

4 Minimal Area

In this section we demonstrate that deciding the

tence of a grid-avoiding polygon is NP-complete:

Theorem 4.1 GAP is NP-complete.

used

exis-

The problem is contained in NP. To show that it is NP-

hard, we give a reduction of HAMILTONIAN CYCLE IN

PLANAR CUBIC DIRECTED GRAPHS. That is, for a
given planar cubic digraph D, we construct a point set

PD in polynomial time, such that P~ admits a GRID

AVOIDING POLYGON if and only if D has a Hamiltonian

Cycle.

The idea for this construction is as follows:

After some minor rearrangements of the planar cubic

directed graph, it is suitably embedded in the plane, such

that all edges are rectilinear sets of line segments. Then

the embedding is suitably scaled up and perturbed, to

guarantee that there are no collinearities between non-

adj scent end points of line segments. Finally, these

end points are replaced by suitable sets of grid points

(“boxes”), such that a Hamiltonian path in the graph

corresponds to a very narrow polygon that does not en-

counter any other grid points. Each set of points corre-

sponding to an edge that is used in a Hamiltonian path

is collected in one connected “branch” of the polygon,

while the point sets corresponding to an edge that is not

used by the path are split into two sets that are contained

in two separate branches of the polygon. The layout of

the points is chosen in a way that these branches can

only be put together in a certain way without including

any extra grid points.

As pointed out before, dealing with aress instead of
distances makes it very hard to localize neighbors in a

set of points. We achieve the desired localization by the

perturbation mentioned above.

4.1 Planar Cubic Digraphs

Consider any planar cubic digraph D. It is straightfor-

ward to see that we can make the following assumptions

when considering Hamiltonicty of D: All vertices must

have either indegree 2 or outdegree 2. Let the first type

2 I

3 4

E m

m,..A

D
0

F

c
w,

04)

Figure 3: A cubic digraph D and its modification ~

of vertices be called in-vertices, the second out-vertices.

An edge is mandatory for a vertex, if and only if it

is the only incoming or outgoing edge; otherwise it is

optional for the vertex. Furthermore, we may assume

that any edge is either mandatory or optional for both

its vertices. This implies that D is bipartite, since any

mandatory edge goes from an in-vertex to an out-vertex

and any optional edge goes from an out-vertex to an

in-vertex. The optional edges of D form a set of vertex-

disjoint cycles in the undirected graph G, obtained by

replacing all arcs of D with edges. We denote by m the

number of vertices of D. Then D hss ~ edges.

4.2 Embedding the Digraph

In a next step, D is embedded in the plane, such that

all edges are rectilinear paths, and the optional edges

have precisely one bend, while the mandatory edges have

three or five bends. Furthermore, all end points of line

segments (“nodes” ) will have coordinates which are mul-

tiples of ~ in the range between ~ and m.

We start by identifying the cycles formed by the op-

tional edges. As noted above, they are vertex-disjoint

and even, so we can easily choose one (of two possi-

ble) perfect matchings in each cycle and contract all its

edges, resulting in a 4regular planar digraph ~ with ~

vertices, m edges and ~ + 2 faces. (See Figure 3.)

I I m(”) I

Figure 4: A rectilinear planar layout for ~

Using the approach of Rosenstiehl and Tarjan [16], this

digraph ~ can be embedded in the plane as a planar rec-

tilinear layout with no two collinear line segments. We
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modify the pla~ar rectilinear layout to get an embedding

of D where every optional edge has precisely one bend,

every mandatory edge has three or ‘five bends and all

coordinates are multiples of ~ in the range between #

and m. One mandatory edge adjacent to the exterior

face of the embedding is split by introducing a source s

and a sink t;there is a Hamiltonian cycle in D, ijf and

only if in the resulting digraph D’ there is a Hamiltonian

path. An example of the resulting embedding is shown

in Figure .5.

Figure 5: An embedding of D

4.3 Perturbing the Embedding

In the following, a node is a grid point in the embedding

that separates two straight line segments. So a node

either represents a vertex of D’, or is a grid point where

two line segments meet that belong to the representi~tion

of the same edge of D’. We let E denote the number of

nodes. It is not hard to see that = ~ ~.

Next, we perturb the embedding of D’. We start by

multiplying all the distances in the embedding by a fac-

tor of 5N3, where N := F—.

We think of x-coordinates as coordinates in the hori-

zontal direction and y-coordinates as coordinates in the

vertical direction. In the next step, partition the n~odes

into vertical classes. Two nodes belong to the same verti-

cal class if they have identical ~coordinates and if they

are connected by a path of at most two line segments

of this y-coordinate. So each class consists of two or

three nodes, where three nodes occur in the case of an

out-vertex, with the two adj scent nodes representing the

bends of the two adjacent optional edges. This implies
that there are less than ~ vertical classes.

Shift all points in the ith vertical class by the vector

(O, ~). Similarly, define horizontal classes and shift the
points in the ith horizontal class by the vector (N~?, O).

,.,.,...

@ ● ✍✍✍✎✎✚● ●
✌✌✚✌✎✍✎

✠ q)+. +
,,:: ....... ,...,,, ● <:) ::j ●

,-. ~:;..>, . . 0s’00
/?,...

Figure 6: Horizontal and vertical ~switch

Figure 7: The two types of link boxes

4.4 Replacing Nodes by Point, Sets

Finally, we replace each node by an appropriate set of

points that form a connected subset of thle integer grid
— called a box.

Every degree 3 node is replaced by a switch box — see

Figure 6. The circled point denotes the location of the

node, the arrows indicate the edges adj scent to the node.

Dotted locations correspond to points that may or may

not be in the box, depending on the adji~cent optional

edges — we discuss this below. Out-vertices (represented

by nodes with both optional edges leaving horizontally)

are replaced by a horizontal switch; in-vertices (with op-

tional edges entering vertically) by a vertical switch.

Every node representing a bend in an optional edge

is replaced by one of the link boxes shown in Figure 7.

The choice of link box depends on the configuration of

the optional edge and the two adj scent mandatory edges.

There are four different cases; we show two of them in

Figures 8 and 9. Depending on the case, we also have to

add three points to one of the adjacent bc,xes; again see

Figures 8 and 9.

We use bend boxes to represent the nodes at bends of

----y------.--++.--m ~ !

Figure 8: How to choose the boxes for an optional edge:

Ca3e 1

---



the mandatory edges. Again, they are positioned such

‘~’;
that the circled point is placed on the node and the two

--%--------q:
I line segments for the mandatory edge run as indicated.

: Running through any mandatory edge e from its start
*

to its end vertex, we encounter a sequence of 3 or 5 nodes.

+ ~.- The first is odd, the second is even, etc. The parity of

the bend boxes is chosen accordingly. The type is chosen
/

in the following way: If at its first bend, e makes a right-

Figure 9: How to choose the boxes for an optional edge:
hand turn, we ~lace a 3-bend; if it is a left-hand turn, we

Case 2
place a 4bend. Again, the circled position p is placed on

the node and the points pl and pz indicate the direction

of the mandatory edge. On any following bend we use

the opposite bend type if the edge makes the same type

of turn and the same bend type if the edge makes the

opposite type of turn. This implies that the points of an

odd bend box are always to the right of the mandatory

edge. (See Figure 13 for the overall situation.)Q
,,-,.,.-.

00
0

●

The nodes corresponding to s and t are replaced by

ierminal boxes as shown in Figure 12. (With respect to

later usage in the following section on area maximiza-

tion, we make sure that the points tl and tz of the box

for tare extremal in horizontal direction. t can be moved

Figure 10: Odd 3-bends and 4-bends
horizontally as far to the right as necessary.) The grid

points in all these boxes form a point set ~. A straight-

forward estimate yields n :=1 ~ IS 13~.

We claim: The resulting point set ~ is the vertex set

of a simple polygon of area ~ — 1 if and only if D has a

Hamiltonian cycle.

It is not hard to see that any Hamiltonian path .H in

D’ induces a polygon of area ~ – 1; see Figures 5 and 14

●* for an illustration.

* Conversely, we can show that any simple polygon on

~ of area ~ – 1 induces a Hamiltonian path H in D’.

Careful analysis of possible connections by triangles in

the polygon ultimately shows that they form a particular

structure that can be used to construct a Hamiltonian
Figure 11: Even 3-bends and 4-bends Path. See Figures 15 and 16 for the two basic ways to

connect points from different boxes. For full technical

details, see [9]. ~

Corollary 4.2 MAP is NP-complete.

Q,/-,...’
Corollary 4.3 It is NP-compleie to decide whether a

*@) ● e set P of vertices allows a simple polygon that contains
● no point of a given set Q.

Proofi We can use the same construction as in our

Figure 12: The two terminal boxes
NP-completeness proof of GAP to obtain a point set P of

size n. Choose a set Q of size 0(n3) in the following way:
For any triangle A with vertices from P that contains

a grid point not in P, add a point qA to Q. Then a

Q-avoiding polygon with vertex set P is the same as a

grid-avoiding polygon. ~
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Figure 13: The point set ~

5 Maximal Area

5.1 GAXP is NP-complete

Using our results on GAP, we show that GRID APPI?OX-

IMATING POLYGON is NP-complete.

Theorem 5.1 GAXP is NP-hard.

Proofi See Figure 17. Consider the point set Pin the

NP-hardness proof of GAP. In any simple polygon with

vertex set P of area $ —1, the points tl := (t=, tv— 1) and

tz := t 1 – (O,1) in the terminal box for t are connected

to each other. By construction, all other grid points lie

to the left of the vertical line through t1 and tz.Then

add the points

PI := tz -(O, N’)

P2 := tl +(0, N4)

P3 := PI -(2N4 + 1, O)

P4 := P2 -(2N4 + 1,0)

to P to get the set ~. It is straightforward to see that

there is a simple polygon T on the vertices P that sat-

isfies GAP if and only if there is a simple polygon ~ on

the vertices ~ that satisfies GAXP. (The polygon ~ is

simply the complement of P in the square with vertices

pl, P2>p3, p4.) I
Similarly as for GAP and MAP, we get the following

corollaries from the NP-completeness of GAXP.

Corollary 5.2 MAXP is NP-complete.

Corollary 5.3 It is NP-complete to decide whether a

vertex set P allows a simple polygon that contains all

points of a set Q.

r
A 4

Figure 14: A small polygon for ~

Figure 15: An optional edge contained in H

5.2 A ~-Approximation for MAXP

A lower time bound for any approximation algorithm

for MAP is given from the difficulty of ,just finding a

simple polygon on a given set of n vertices. It is well

known that finding a simple polygon with a given set of

vertices has a lower bound of lower bound of fl(n log n)

in the model of algebraic computation trees. Drysdale

and J aromcz yk [6] have established a lo,wer bound of

~(n log n) for finding a largest polygon with k vertices

chosen from a set of n points in the plane, where k is a

given parameter.

In the following, we describe an O(n log n) method

to obtain a simple polygon on a given set of points P

whose area is bigger than half the area of the convex

hull, conv(P), of P. Since the area of the convex hull is

an upper bound for any solution of MAXP, this yields

a fast approximation method for MAXP.

Theorem 5.4 Let P be a set ofn+l points in the plane.

In time O(n log n) we can determine a iimple polygon P

on P that has area larger than ~AR(conv(P)).
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Figure 18: The simple polygon 7%

g q

Figure 19: The simple polygon T’z

Figure 17: GAXP solves GAP: Turning a small polygon

inside out

Proof: Let p. be a point on the convex hull of P. In

time O(n log n), sort the points pi of P by the slope of

the lines /(po, pi), such that the neighbors of PO on the

convex hull are the first and the last point, respectively.

If there is a set of points for which the slope is the same,

break the tie by ordering them in increasing distance

from po, except when those points have the smallest of all

slopes, in which case we take them in order of decreasing

distance from PO. (The latter corresponds to the line

through p. and pn.) Connecting the points pi in this

order yields a simple polygon PI on P — see Figure 18.
If AR(P1 ) > $AR(conv(P)), we are done. Suppose this

is not the case. Then the set Q := conTJ(P) \ P1 has area

at least ~AR( conw(P)). Let ~ be the set of points that lie

on the boundary of conv(P). In the following, we write

Z for a point qi E P if and only. if qi G ~. Q consists

of h ~ 1 polygons Qj := . . ..qy)l. i#,#)(ZW&, - )1

where #) and fi~) are the only vertices of ~j that belong

to ~. Now by construction of PI, for any j, the points
qy+l) (i)and qzj - 1 can see each other in the polygon 71

and the edge from Pn to q$l ~ lies in PI. This implies

that the polygon

(j+l)
P2= (po, q:!.. .,q:ll, qf), qg!1,q21, q2 ,

, qy)
. . . ,.. .jq$ll, Fnj. . –).! F1)PO

is simple: First travel all the points inside the hull, then

go back along the hull — see Figure 19.

Since P2 contains Q as a proper subset, we get

AR(P2) > $Ali(conv(P)), concluding the proof. ~

All the estimates involved are tight, even if we try

all possible starting points PO on the convex hull — see

the example shown in Figure 20. The points ql, qz, qs

form a suitable approximation of an equilateral triangle

spanning the convex hull. The sets P1, Pz, P3 all consist

of points that are close to the midpoints of the sides of

the triangle.

Corollary 5.5 The same approach can be applied to get
a ~-approximation method for maximizing the number of

points of a given set Q that are contained in a polygon

with vertex set P. As before, the bound is tight.

5.3 A Bound on Approximation Factors

We can use a similar idea as in Theorem 5.1 to show

that there is little hope of finding a simple polygon that

encloses more than ~ of the area of the convex hull:
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Figure 20: An example for which the bound $ is tight

Theorem 5.6 Let O < E < ~. It is NP-complete to

decide whether a vertez set P admits a simple poiygon

of area at least (~ + c) AR(conv(P)).

Sketch: The idea is similar to the proof of Theo-

rem 5.1. For an instance of GAP with n points aa con-

structed in the NP-completeness proof, add a suitable

set of points outside the convex hull, such that decid-

ing the existence of a polygon with at least #+&of

the area of the convex hull solves the GAP instances

constructed in the NP-completeness proof of GAP. See

Figure 21. We can assume that the n points lie inside

the boxll with vertices (~, $), ($,–$), (##, $),

(%, –$), where ~ = n“. The terfinal box fort is
moved to the right so that the points t1 and tz have

the coordinates (21V4, 1) and (21V4, 0). Finally, adcl the

points PI = (M, –M), pZ = (M, M) and P3 = (-XW, O),

where

M=
4N4 – 1 2N4–n+l

6C + 4N4_l “

With these parameters it is straightforward to check that

there is a polygon with at least ~ + c of the area of

the convex hull if and only if the GAP instance con-

structed in the NP-completeness proof of GAP allows a

grid avoiding polygon. ~

6 Higher Dimensions

In this section we show that in any tl.xed dimensions k

and d, finding a simple d-dimensional polyhedron with

a given set of vertices that has minimal volume of its

k-dimensional faces is NP-hard. This answers and gen-

eralizes a question stated by O’Rourke [13], [12].

Definition 6.1 A d-dimensional polyhedron P is called

simple, if it is homotopic (topologically equivalent) to a

d-dimensional sphere.

It is feasible for a given vertex set P, if every vertex

of P belongs to P and every point in P is contained in

at least d – 1 difierent faces of P.

~(M,M).R

A

....’ :
....’ :

p#M;-M)

Figure 21: Finding a polygon with area at least

(~+ &)AR(conV(P)) solves GAIP

The generalization of simplicity from the two-dimen-

sional situation is clear. The reason for considering fea-

sibility in the stated form is the following: We want all

points in the given set P to carry some significance for

the polyhedron. In the two-dimensional case, however,

a “vertex” of a simple polygon is usually not required to

be locally extreme; it can very well be the common end

point of two adjacent collinear edges. We account for

this situation with the above definition. Any point in P

is at least contained in an edge of P.

O’Rourke [13], [12] has proposed the following prob-

lem:

MINIMAL SURFACE POLYHEDRON (SURF):

Given a finite set P of points in $dirnensional Eu-

clidean space. Among all simple polyhedra that are fea-

sible for a vertex set P, find one with the smallest surface

area.

This is a special case of the following problem:

MINIMAL FACE POLYHEDRON (FACE):

Let 2 ~ d and 1 ~ k ~ d. Given a jinite set P of

points in d-dimensional Euclidean space. Among all sim-

ple polyhedra that are feasible for vertex sst P, find one
with the smallest volume of its k-dimensional faces.

It turns out that FACE is NP-hard for any choice of

d and k. We describe the basic idea of the proof for the

special case of SURF:

Theorem 6.2 SURF is NP-hard.

Proofi We describe a reduction of HAMILTONIAN CY-

CLE IN GRID GRAPHS. Take any inst’ante of HCGG,

i.e. a grid graph G with n vertices. This grid graph
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G can be ca~onically represented by a set PG of n

points in the plane Ez = {(x, y, O) I x, y G R}. Let

g = (xg, y~, O) be the center of mass of the points in PG

and p* = (z~, yg, H), where H = 2n3.

Now for every simple polyhedron P on P, the domain

% = P n E2 must be a simple two-dimensional polygon,

i.e. the edges of P2 form a tour. A straightforward

ananlysis of the given parameters shows that for the set

P := PG U {p* }, there is a polyhedron with the required

properties of surface area n4 + n2 + ~ or less if and only

ijthere is a (Euclidean) tour of length n or less in P, i.e.

a Hamiltonian cycle in the grid graph. I

In a similar way, we can prove the NP-hardness of

FACE:

Theorem 6.3 FACE is NP-hani.

Sketch: We consider 3 cases:

(A)k=d

(B)k=l

(C)l< k<d.

Consider a a set PG of n points in the plane Ea =

{( Z1,Z2,0,..., O) \ xl, XZ 6 l?}, representing an instance

of MAP in case (A), or a grid graph (cases (B) and (C).)

Let g be the center of mass of the points in PG and
pi = g + H& for i = 3,. . .,d, where H = 9d2n3 and ei

denotes the ith unit vector. Then consider the point set

pd = PG U @G3{Pi}.

In case (A), it is easy to show by induction that there is

a simple polyhedron feasible for the vertices l’d of volume

at most

vo& = +Hd-2 (; – 1) ,

if and only if there is a simple polygon on the vertices of

PG with area at most ~ – 1.

For the other two cases, the proof is similar to the

hardness proof of FACE, but the calculations get more

involved. ~
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